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SESSION III THE PSYCHOPHYSICAL TESTS 
 
Upon successfully completing this session the student will be able to: 
 
 Administer the four divided attention tests used in the drug influence evaluation 

process. 
 
 Document the subject’s performance of those tests. 
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OVERVIEW OF THE TESTS 
 
You will always use four divided attention psychophysical tests to evaluate someone 
suspected of drug impairment.  These tests are standardized in their administration, 
documentation and interpretation.  That means that we always give exactly the same 
instructions to subjects when we use these tests; we always record the subjects' 
performance in a prescribed manner; and we always look for a specific set of cues to 
determine to what extent the subjects are impaired. 
 
The four tests are: 
 

Romberg Balance 
Walk and Turn 
One Leg Stand 
Finger to Nose 

 
These tests are listed in the proper sequence. 
 
Two of the tests, namely the Walk and Turn and the One Leg Stand, have been 
scientifically validated.  That means that they were subjected to controlled research, 
involving hundreds of volunteer drinkers, in which it was demonstrated that they could 
reliably discriminate between impaired and unimpaired subjects.  That same research 
program also  demonstrated the scientific validity of Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus for 
identifying alcohol impairment.  The other two tests, Romberg Balance and Finger to Nose, 
have not been subjected to that sort of scientific scrutiny, so they have not been validated.  
But saying that they haven't been validated is not the same thing as saying they are 
invalid.  Properly administered and recorded, Romberg Balance and Finger to Nose produce 
very important and very credible evidence of a subject’s impairment. 
 
ROMBERG BALANCE 
 
This test requires the subject to stand with the feet together, the head tilted slightly back, 
the eyes closed, and estimate the passage of thirty seconds.  When the subject believes that 
the thirty seconds have passed, he or she is to tilt the head forward, open the eyes, and say 
"Stop". 
 
The Romberg Balance test used by DREs is a modified version of the original test developed 
in the 19th Century. 
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Administrative Procedures 
 

o Tell the subject to stand straight with the feet together and the arms down at the 
sides. 

 
o Tell the subject to maintain that position while you give the instructions.  

Emphasize that he or she must not start the test until told to start. 
 
o Ask the subject if he or she understands so far. 

 
o Tell the subject when you instruct them to begin the test, they must tilt their head 

back and close their eyes.  DEMONSTRATE how the head should be tilted, but DO 
NOT CLOSE YOUR EYES while demonstrating. 

 
o Tell the subject that when you say "Start", they must keep their head tilted back 

with their eyes closed until they think that 30 seconds have gone by.  DO NOT tell 
the subject to "count to thirty seconds" or to use any other specific procedure to 
keep track of time.  But on the other hand, DO NOT tell the subject that they are 
not allowed to count to thirty seconds.  SIMPLY SAY, "keep your head tilted back 
with your eyes closed until you think that thirty seconds have gone by". 

 
o Tell the subject that, when they think the 30 seconds have gone by, they must 

bring their head forward, open their eyes, and say "Stop"  
 

o Ask the subject if they understand. 
 

o Look at your watch and pick a convenient time to start the test. 
 

o Tell the subject to tilt their head back and close their eyes. 
 

o Tell the subject to begin or start the test. 
 

o Keep track of time while the subject performs the test. 
 

o When the subject opens the eyes, ask them "how much time was that?" 
 

o If 90 seconds elapse before the subject opens their eyes, stop the test. 
 
Documenting the Test 
 
At the ends of the "arrows" above the "stick figures", record the number of 
inches of sway exhibited by the subject.  The "stick figure" that has only one 
arm and one leg is used to record front to back sway.  The two armed and two 
legged figure is used for side to side sway. 
 
Under "internal clock", record the actual number of seconds the subject stood with their 
eyes closed. 
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Look and listen for the following: 
 

o subject unable to stand still or remain steady with the feet together 
 

o body tremors 
 

o eyelid tremors 
 

o muscle tone (either more rigid or more flaccid than normal) 
 

o any statements or unusual sounds made by the subject when performing the test. 
 
Document any of the above, or any other noteworthy observations, across the chest areas of 
the "stick figures", and elaborate as necessary on the reverse side of the Drug Influence 
Evaluation Face Sheet. 
 
WALK AND TURN 
 
This test should already be very familiar to you from your previous training.  The test 
requires the subject to stand in a heel to toe fashion with the arms at the sides while a 
series of instructions are given.  Then, the subject must take nine heel to toe steps along a 
straight line, turn in a prescribed manner, and take another nine heel to toe steps along the 
line.  All of this must be done while counting the steps aloud and keeping the arms at the 
sides.  The subject must not stop walking until the test is completed. 
 
Procedures for Walk-and-Turn Testing  
 
1. Instructions Stage:  Initial Positioning and Verbal Instructions  
  

For standardization in the performance of this test, have the subject assume the 
heel-to-toe stance by giving the following verbal instructions, accompanied by 
demonstrations:  

 
o "Place your left foot on the line” (real or imaginary).  Demonstrate. 

 
o "Place your right foot on the line ahead of the left foot, with the heel of your right 

foot against the toe of left foot."  Demonstrate.  
 

o "Place your arms down at your sides."  Demonstrate. 
 

o "Maintain this position until I have completed the instructions.  Do not start to 
walk until told to do so."  

  
o "Do you understand the instructions so far?"  (Make sure subject indicates 

understanding.)  
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2. Demonstrations and Instructions for the Walking Stage  
 

Explain the test requirements, using the following verbal instructions, accompanied by 
demonstrations:  

 
 

o "When I tell you to start, take nine heel-to-toe steps on the line, turn, and take 
nine heel-to-toe steps back."  (Demonstrate 3 heel-to-toe steps.)  

 
o "When you turn, keep the front foot on the line, and turn by taking a series of 

small steps with the other foot, like this."  (Demonstrate).  
 

o "While you are walking, keep your arms at your sides, watch your feet at all times, 
and count your steps out loud."  

 
o "Once you start walking, don't stop until you have completed the test."  

 
o "Do you understand the instructions?"  (Make sure subject understands.)  

 
o "You may begin.'" 

 
NOTE:  If the subject fails to either look at their feet or count their steps out loud, remind 
them to do so and note the occurrence on the evaluation form.  
 
Documenting the Test 
 
Using the "footprints", you will record every instance where the subject stopped 
walking, or stepped off the line.  For a stop, draw a vertical line across the "toe" 
of the step at which the stop occurred and mark the line with an “S”.  For a step 
off, draw a line from the appropriate footprint at an angle in the direction in 
which the foot stepped.  If the subject fails to touch heel to toe, draw a vertical 
line across the “toe” where this clue was noted and mark the line with an “M”. 
 
Eight validated clues of impairment have been identified for the Walk and Turn test.  
Two of them apply while the subject is standing in the heel to toe position and listening to 
the instructions: 
 

o Cannot maintain balance while listening to instructions (i.e. subject breaks away 
from the heel to toe stance); 

 
o Starts too soon (i.e. subject starts walking before told to do so). 

 
At the top of the checklist portion of the Walk and Turn segment of the Drug Influence 
Evaluation Face Sheet, you will record the numbers of times these two clues were observed 
while you were giving the instructions.  For example, if the subject breaks away from the 
heel to toe stance twice, put two check marks on the "Cannot keep balance" line. 
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The other six validated clues apply during the walking or performance stage of the test.  
They are: 
 

o Stops while walking 
o Does not touch heel to toe 
o Steps off the line 
o Uses arms to balance  
o Improper turn  
o Incorrect number of steps  

 
In the checklist area, you will record the first five of those, separately for the first nine 
steps and the second nine.  Beneath the footprint area, you will describe how the subject 
turned.  If they turned in the appropriate fashion, simply write "proper" in that space.  But 
if the subject "staggered to the left" or executed an "about face" turn or any turn other than 
a proper turn, write that description in the space. 
 
If the subject was unable to begin or complete the test, explain why.  Usually, this will be 
due either to a physical infirmity that precludes the test entirely (e.g. "subject has an 
artificial left leg") or to your decision to stop the test (e.g. "subject nearly fell twice while 
attempting to stand for the instructions").  Whatever the case might be, some reason must 
be documented for a test that wasn't given or completed. 
 
ONE LEG STAND 
 
This test obviously requires the subject to stand on one leg.  The other leg is to be extended 
in front of the subject in a stiff leg manner, with the foot held approximately six inches 
above the ground.  The subject is to stare at the elevated foot, and count out loud in this 
fashion:  "one thousand one, one thousand two, one thousand three, ..." until told to stop.  
You will time the subject as this test is performed, and will tell the subject to stop when 
thirty seconds has elapsed.  The subject will be required to perform this test twice, first 
standing on the left leg, then on the right. 
 
Procedures for One-Leg Stand Testing  
 
1. Instructions Stage:  Initial Positioning and Verbal Instructions  
 

Initiate the test by giving the following verbal instructions, accompanied by 
demonstrations.  

 
o "Please stand with your feet together with your arms down at your sides, like 

this."  (Demonstrate)  
 

o "Do not start to perform the test until I tell you to do so."  
 

o "Do you understand the instructions so far?"  (Make sure subject indicates 
understanding.)  
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2. Demonstrations and Instructions for the Balance and Counting Stage  
 

Explain the test requirements, using the following verbal instructions, accompanied by 
demonstrations:  
 
o "When I tell you to start, raise your (right/left) leg with the foot approximately six 

inches off the ground, keeping your raised foot parallel to the ground.” 
(Demonstrate one leg stance.)  

 
o "Keep both legs straight and your arms at your side.”  

 
o "While holding that position, count out loud in the following manner: “one 

thousand one, one thousand two, one thousand three, and so on, until told to stop.” 
(Demonstrate a count, as follows:  "one thousand one, one thousand two, one 
thousand three, etc." Officer should not look at his foot when conducting the 
demonstration - OFFICER SAFETY.)  

 
o "Keep your arms at your sides at all times and keep watching the raised foot."  

 
o "Do you understand?"  (Make sure subject indicates understanding.)  

 
o Instruct the subject to begin the test.  

 
NOTE:  It is important that this test last for thirty seconds.  You must keep track 
of the time.  If the subject counts slowly, you will tell them to stop when thirty 
seconds have gone by, even if, for example, the subject has only counted to "one 
thousand twenty".  On the other hand, if the subject is counting rapidly, they may 
count to “one thousand forty before the thirty seconds has gone by and you say to 
stop.  

 
Make sure you record the subjects' actual count in the thirty seconds. 
 
If the subject puts the foot down, give instructions to pick the foot up again and 
continue counting from the point at which the foot touched.   

 
AFTER the subject completes the test while standing on the left leg, repeat the 
instructions and confirm that the subject understands them. Then have the 
subject perform the test while standing on the right leg.  
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     Right Left 
 
 
    Draw lines to spots touched 

2 

4 

5 

1 

3 

6 

Documenting the Test 
 
Four validated clues of impairment have been identified for 
the One Leg Stand: 
 

o Sways while balancing 
o Uses arms to balance 
o Hopping 
o Puts foot down 

 
You will place check marks in or near the small boxes to 
indicate how many times you observed each of the clues.  Of 
course, you will do this separately for the test on the left leg 
(L) and the test on the right (R).  In addition, if the subject 
puts the foot down during the test, you will record when it 
happened.  To do this, write the count number at which the foot came down.  For example, 
suppose that, when standing on the left leg, the subject lowered the right foot at a count of 
"one thousand thirteen", and again at "one thousand twenty"; Your diagram should look 
like the box to the right.  The subject’s actual count during the thirty seconds should be 
documented in the top area of the box above the foot the subject was standing on. 
 
You must also pay attention to the subject's general appearance and behavior while he or 
she is performing this test.  Take note of any body tremors or muscle tension that may be 
apparent.  Listen for any unusual or "interesting" sounds or statements the subject might 
make while the test is in process.  Make sure that any such information is documented on 
the face sheet or in your narrative report. 
 
FINGER TO NOSE 
 
The Finger to Nose test means just that:  the subject is required to bring the tip of the index 
finger up to touch the tip of the nose.  They will perform this test with their eyes closed and 
the head tilted slightly back, standing in a manner identical to that required for Romberg 
Balance (feet together and arms at their sides).  The subject will attempt this six times, 
three with each hand.  You will instruct the subject as to which hand to use for each 
attempt.  You will always use this sequence when administering this test: 
"left...right...left...right...right...left". 
 
Administrative Procedures 
 

o Tell the subject to place their feet together  
        and to stand straight. 

 
o Tell the subject to place their arms down by 
        their sides, make a fist with the index finger 

extended and rotate the palms forward.   
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o Tell the subject that, when you say to "begin", they tilt their head back slightly 
and close their eyes.  DEMONSTRATE how the head should be titled back, but DO 
NOT CLOSE YOUR EYES. 

 
o Inform the subject that you will instruct them to bring the tip of an index finger up 

to touch the tip of their nose.  DEMONSTRATE how the subject is supposed to 
move the arm and how they are supposed to touch the tip of the nose. 

 
NOTE: The arm is brought directly from the subject’s side in front of the body 
touching the tip of the nose with the tip of the index finger. 

 
o Tell the subject that, as soon as they touch their finger to their nose, they must 

return the arm to their side. 
 

o Tell the subject that, when you say "right", they must move the right hand index 
finger to their nose; when you say "left", the subject must move the left hand 
finger to their nose. 

 
o Ask the subject if they understand. 

 
o Tell the subject to "begin".  MAKE SURE they tilt their head back and close their 

eyes.  EMPHASIZE to the subject that they  must keep their eyes closed until you 
say to open them. 

 
o Give the commands in EXACTLY this sequence: 

"left...right...left...right...right...left". 
 

MAKE SURE the subject returns the arm to their side immediately after each 
attempt.  PAUSE about two or three seconds between commands. 

 
o After the sixth attempt, tell the subject to open their eyes. 

 
Documenting the Test 
 
Although the Finger to Nose test has not been scientifically validated, 
experience shows that persons who are impaired by alcohol or other drugs 
sometimes miss the tip of the nose and sometimes fail to use the proper 
finger.  On the drug influence evaluation report diagram, you will draw a 
line to indicate exactly where the finger tip "landed" on each attempt, and 
you will indicate which finger was actually used.  In addition, be alert for 
body sway, body tremors, eyelid tremors, muscle tension, unusual or "interesting" sounds or 
statements and anything else worthy of note.  Document all such observations on the face 
sheet or in your narrative report. 
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REVIEW QUESTIONS 
 
1. List the four divided attention tests in the sequence in which they must be 

administered. 
 
 
 
2. On which foot must the subject stand the first time he or she performs the One Leg 

Stand? 
 
 
 
3. How much time must the subject estimate during the Romberg Balance? 
 
 
 
 
4. List all of the scientifically validated clues of impairment for Walk and Turn. 
 
 
 
 
5. List all of the scientifically validated clues of impairment for Finger to Nose.  
 
 
 
 
6. What sequence of finger commands must you give for the Finger to Nose? 
 
 
 
 
7. List all of the scientifically validated clues of impairment for Romberg Balance. 
  
 
 
 
8. List all of the scientifically validated clues of impairment for One Leg Stand.  
 


